FEATURE main street usa

so many movies have used the classic american main street as principal
location, that we often don’t think twice about this tried-and-tested
narrative tool. the barber who knows the baker who knows the banker
who knows the barmaid who knows the judge, because they all work close
together in the same street. But is this a realistic portrayal of american life?
Do these streets really exist, and are they easy to find?
Debbie Lincoln went scouting for main street usa …

MAIN
STREET
USA
Las Vegas, New Mexico,
used in the 2007 Academy
Award Winner No Country
For Old Men, doubling as a
small Texas border town
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HAT’S your favorite main street
in the movies? Close to top of the
list for many has to be Main
Street, Bedford Falls, which provided much of the setting for Frank
Capra’s 1946 classic It’s A Wonderful
Life. Few films better illustrate how
the Main Street can be used to move
a narrative along, the tragic-comic
story taking leaps and bounds every time James Stewart’s immortal character George Bailey walks along the sidewalk meeting friends, neighbors and adversaries, exchanging just enough
words to allow the moviegoer to know what’s happening, what
has just happened, or what might happen next.
But was Main Street, Bedford Falls just another Hollywood
construction, with no basis in reality? According to Stewart it
wasn’t. “As I walked down that shady street the morning we
started work, it reminded me of my hometown, Indiana, Pennsylvania,” said the late actor and American national treasure. “I almost
expected to hear the bells of the Presbyterian
church, where Mother played the organ and
Dad sang in the choir. I chuckled, remembering how the fire siren would go off, and Dad,
a volunteer fireman, would slip out of the
choir loft. If it was a false alarm, Dad would
sneak back and sort of give a nod to everyone to assure them that none of their houses
was in danger.”
Bedford Falls does not — and never did —
actually exist. It was in fact a 40-acre set on
RKO’s Encino Ranch, which included some 75
stores and buildings, a factory district, a residential area, and a Main Street that stretched
300 yards, the equivalent of three city blocks.
But as Stewart’s memories suggest, such
streets did exist — and as Locations Magazine
has discovered, although we are now firmly in
the era of the mall, many still do.
Walt Disney’s childhood reminiscences have
been preserved for posterity in the form of
Main Street USA, which provides the grand
entrance to the Disneyland theme parks in
Florida, California, Paris, Tokyo, and Hong
Kong. Main Street USA is inspired by Disney’s
hometown of Marceline, Missouri, along with
Fort Collins, Colorado, the hometown of
Harper Goff, the man who together with Disney designed the original Main Street USA at
Disneyland in Anaheim, California. Just above
the Firehouse in Disney’s Main Street USA, is
Walt Disney’s personal apartment — fully furnished, but closed to visitors — where a lamp
burns in the window in his memory. "For
those of us who remember the carefree time
it recreates, Main Street will bring back happy
memories,” Disney said. “For younger visitors,
it is an adventure in turning back the calendar to the days of their grandfather's youth.”
The movie Main Street was filmed last year
in Durham, North Carolina, with a screenplay
by Horton Foote (To Kill A Mockingbird), directed by John Doyle, and starring 2011 Oscarwinner Colin Firth with Amber Tamblyn, Orlando Bloom and Ellen Burstyn. In the film an
entrepreneur is welcomed into a southern
town. But it soon transpires that his business
plan involves toxic waste, and the Main Street
dream starts to fade.
“Horton Foote wrote the script around
Durham,” says Jonah Hirsch of Fixed Point
Films, the producer of Main Street. “He had
visited the town previously and fell in love with
it. I remember walking around with him many

years before the film was shot and listening to him compare
it to some of the small towns in Texas nearby his home. He was
intrigued by small towns that had been prosperous and were
now struggling to reinvent themselves.”
There were practical reasons for shooting in Durham too.
“Being an independent film they needed to be conscious of
their budget, so they needed a state that offered a competitive
incentive, and where resources were close by. They really liked

“as i walked down that shady street,
it reminded me of my hometown”
James stewart

Disney’s Main Street USA: “For
those of us who remember the
carefree time it recreates”
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Crawfordville, Georgia, standing in for
1930s Tennessee in Aaron Schneider’s
Get Low, produced by Dean Zanuck, and
starring Robert Duvall, Sissy Spacek and
Bill Murray © Dean zanuck

what they found in Durham,” says Aaron Syrett, director, North
Carolina Film Office.
“The film commission was helpful in securing locations and
liaising with the local officials,” Hirsch adds. “We had excellent
co-operation from the city officials and police department so
they made certain everything ran very smooth for us.” Some
fun stories developed around the shoot, too. “One thing that
was kind of funny was the local radio station was offering an
Orland Bloom Bounty for anyone that was able to get Orlando
to come into the station — he was definitely the big celebrity
in the small town.”
Horton Foote clearly knew what he wanted in terms of locatio some time before filming started. But what if you have an
idea of the small town you want to shoot in, but don’t know
where it is yet? ScoutMyTown.com is a website created by Rae
Gordon and designed for location scouts. Free to use, it profiles small towns (50,000 population or less) that are open to
hosting a movie or TV production, listing details and pictures
as well as information about relevant film commissions. “After
working for years in the motion picture industry, I moved from
Hollywood to a small town in Oregon. After working for the
tourism industry, I found a way to combine film and tourism,
helping small towns improve their economic standing by promoting themselves as a movie location,” Gordon says. “It is a
great opportunity to promote their town to an exciting and
profitable industry for a small fee. If a town cannot afford the
fee, we work with them to help find funding.” Rae adds: “People are looking for small towns that are not only photogenic,

but open-minded when it comes to hosting a production. A
production doesn’t want to have to spend hours convincing
a town to be open to the idea.”
Gordon’s home, Oregon City, is a good example of this. “Oregon has had a resurgence of businesses on Main Street. It's
closeness to Portland and its international airport, a short plane
trip to Los Angeles, is an added bonus. The TV series Leverage has utilized Oregon City, and the movie Management used
locations in Oregon City that doubled for both Maryland and
Washington states.” Oregon Film Office’s Vince Porter echoes
this point. "Oregon has a great variety of small town looks, and
it’s become a great advantage for our office.”
One word that comes up frequently when trying to describe
what a typical American town looks like is ‘Rockwell’, or as
Michigan location scout David Rumble says “the words ‘Norman Rockwell-esque’ are often used”, referring to the mid-century painter and illustrator, well-loved for his portrayal of everyday American life.
Many parts of the US are very proud of their Rockwell looks.
Gigi Gibbs, film commissioner at the Fresno County Film Commission says that her region could be “anywhere from turn of
the century to the 1950/60s Americana”. She adds: “Location
professionals often ask us for old fashioned businesses such
as diners, hardware stores and barber shops, town squares and
downtown parks — preferably with old fashioned bandshells
or gazebos. The main streets in our area match a Norman Rockwell image.”
Thomas Jacob, another Michigan scout says that sometimes
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such a polished version of the past can work against a town. “It
can be extremely difficult is to find a Main Street that hasn't
become a caricature of itself. A lot of small towns try to become
like a Norman Rockwell painting. Though it's wonderful for the
residents, an entire street of freshly painted storefronts takes
away the character. It's a place where the corner hardware store
and diner have been replaced by an abundance of handicraft
and antique shops. Finding a Main Street that hasn't lost its
authenticity is difficult.”
This fine balance was required for Cameron Crowe’s 2005
film Elizabethtown. “The production requested a multi-block,
small-town Main Street, well-preserved yet not overdone,” says
Todd Cassidy, from the Kentucky Film Office. “I drove to several communities attempting to find the one that met these
needs. When all was complete, Versailles, Kentucky was cho-

“the production requested a multi-block,
small-town main street, well-preserved
yet not overdone”
sen. This community is one of the state’s leaders in the Main
Street Restoration Program, which encourages the historically
accurate restoration of communities across the state.”
John Panzarella, locations manager for Elizabethtown says:
“Cameron Crowe's artistic vision is linked to his roots as a journalist. It's important to him that he portrays as accurately as
possible on the screen the reality that he has written about.
Kentucky, and the title, were chosen by him to convey a sense
A spot for Italian Vogue shooting in Cass, West Virginia,
using the timeless, white clapboard structures as a
backdrop. (Photo courtesy of West Virginia Film office)
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of family and the way things used to be. Main Streets are the
most likely place that reveal the nature of a community. He didn't want it to be ‘new to look old’, a newly gentrified ‘old town’.
“We wanted mom and pop stores, not national chains or
tourist-trap antique and craft stores. Surprisingly, trees can really be a problem along Main Streets. When they are mature,
too close or too large they may obscure the buildings. Eventually we ended up using the combination of Elizabethtown
[also in Kentucky] and our film commissioner Todd Cassidy's
home town, Versailles.” There they found exactly what they
were looking for and shot Drew's triumphant, melancholic return to Elizabethtown as he drives down Main Street, greeted
by locals gathered to welcome him home.
For Canton, Mississippi, the heart of downtown is the square
around the courthouse, complemented by the availability of
period homes in close proximity — a plus for filmmakers. Joel
Schumacher’s 1996 movie A Time To Kill, starring Sandra Bullock, Samuel L Jackson and Kevin Spacey, shot in the city.
Jeremy Hariton, from RoadTown Enterprises, a company that
works with the Canton Film Office, says: “Our town square can
depict any time period from the early 1900s through the 1960s,
depending on which side of the square you shoot. We most often hear from productions looking for a typical small town in
Anywhere, USA, within the early to mid-1900s. We have an old
1870s jail, vintage service stations, an old 1930s high school
building, and a 1926 restored train depot.” He adds: “Our office is a one-stop-shop for production. We co-ordinate locations, police support, traffic control, and utilities. The city
has just opened the Mississippi Film Studios, five minutes from
the Main Street, featuring a 36,000 sq ft sound stage.
Pam Haynes, director of West Virginia Film Office, has hosted
many shoots in downtown locations. “What’s so great about
many of West Virginia's small towns is that many 100-year
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ACTION!
sHooting on main street can DisruPt Day-to-Day LiFe For LocaLs …

■ ASPEN, COLORADO
Liz Long, producer, aspen Productions:
“Our client was doing a lifestyle shoot and just wanted to see
general town shots with views of the mountain. It was pretty
cool when we turned Aspen into a snowy winter wonderland in
June” © aspen Productions

■ COLUMBIA, TENNESSEE
Mark Ragland, location manager for
Peter chelsom’s Hannah montana: the movie:

■ PACIFIC GROVE, CALIFORNIA
Karen Nordstrand, director of marketing & film
production, monterey county Film commission:

“We converted an old hardware store into an Italian restaurant.
A lot of buzz was beginning to circulate about the ‘new’
restaurant and many were disappointed to find that it wouldn’t
remain” © mark ragland

“Tom Hanks appeared in Turner & Hooch on the town’s streets
in the Touchstone Pictures film. Entire blocks of the Main Street
were given up during the filming, and existing building signage
was changed”

old buildings look as good as they did a century ago.” She adds:
“Comments like, ‘All we have to do is change the window sign
on that business and this street will look like 1980’, or ‘Take
away those parking meters and this is 1920’, are common from
scouts. A top fashion magazine recently came to the state for
a stills shoot. “When a photographer shooting for Italian Vogue
chose Cass, West Virginia, we assumed it was because of the
vintage trains that used to haul lumber, but it wasn't. The photographer sought the timeless, white clapboard structures that
line the streets — a striking location, indeed,” West Virginia’s
location services manager, Jamie Cope, says.
Other parts of West Virginia have provided filmmakers with
the perfect small-town look. “When writer/director Eddie Mensore was looking for the perfect place to shoot his film The Deposition, he didn't have to look any further than his childhood
hometown, New Martinsville,” Cope says. “These neatly-kept
streets provide a film with an anywhere, anytime atmosphere,”.

He gives another example, this time for a documentary shoot:
“It isn't unusual for documentaries to return to the actual location. What is unusual is when that location is 80 years old
and looks similar to how it did 80 years ago. The people of
Moundsville have taken great pride in preserving the town's
historic storefronts, making life easy for mid- to low-budget
period films, such as Allegheny Image Factory's Romeo Must
Hang. Re-creating a 1930s' look was more about camera angles than expensive set dressing.”
Ariel Penn, filming manager of the City of Pasadena, suggests that because there is no one southern California style, her
region is adaptable for shoots. “Most of Pasadena’s housing
stock was built prior to 1920. Homeowners, for the most part,
have preserved the character — traditional colonials, Tudors
and bungalows double for the east coast or Midwest
America. When people think ‘southern Cal’ they’re thinking
palm trees and stucco. Pasadena, for the most part, doesn’t look
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In 2009 the Warner Bros. film The Book Of Eli, starring Denzel Washington needed a classic Main
Street to dress it in a post-apocalyptic style. Carrizozo, New Mexico was chosen ©Don gray

“commercial and feature film productions
are continuously requesting main
street-style locations”
like that,” she says. Productions that have used the Pasadena
area include: Doug Liman’s Mr. And Mrs. Smith (2005), which
needed an iconic New England home; Glenn Ficarra’s Crazy,
Stupid Love (2011), which used a classic bar in Old Pasadena;
and Ivan Reitman’s No Strings Attached (2011), which found
a classic colonial home near the Rose Bowl.
Michigan has an abundant selection of different Main Streets,
according to the senior communications advisor at the Michigan Film Office, Michelle Begnoche. “For example, with 3,288
miles of lakeshore, Michigan is home to a host of quaint lakefront Main Streets,” she says. “A more rural Main Street can
be found in Bad Axe, which provided a key small town setting
for new Paolo Sorrentino film This Must Be The Place, starring
Sean Penn. Cities such as Mason, Howell, Monroe and Charlotte all have a classic courthouse town square set-up. Scream
4 used Plymouth’s town square for the fictional town of Woodsboro.”
Susan Dorris, from the film and digital media department of
Oakland County Film in Michigan, also sings the praises of the
versatility of her region. “2009 and 2010 were great years for
production in Michigan, thanks to the enhanced film incentives. In Oakland County, we hosted more than 30 productions.
Clint Eastwood’s Gran Torino used a barber shop in Royal Oak
for one scene. Royal Oak also stood in for San Francisco in Lifetime’s Prayers For Bobby, starring Sigourney Weaver. The remake of Red Dawn took over downtown Pontiac, standing in
for Spokane, Washington, for several weeks of gun battles and
explosions,” Dorris says.
“Commercial and feature film productions are continuously
requesting Main Street-style locations,” Lyndsey Johnson of
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Washington Filmworks says. “The look varies from desolate
gravel towns, Western towns, to Bavarian villages — with mountains in the background or not — suburban, forested, fishing
town, or even iconic city. North Bend hosted Twin Peaks;
Roslyn, [TV series] Northern Exposure; and Tacoma which
hosted the more suburban 10 Things I Hate About You. Recently
most of the film production work has been smaller independent features which are drawn to the state from images of these
iconic shows.”
Rob Raines, project manager at Tennessee Film, Entertainment & Music Commission, is also blessed with a range of Main
Streets. “We have hundreds of Main Streets available, typically
built in the early- to mid-20th century with brick store fronts.
Locations are cheap, and in most cases there are no permitting
fees. Tennesseans always are warm and welcoming to filming
productions.” Films made here include James Mangold’s Walk
The Line (2005), Frank Darabont’s The Green Mile (1999), and
Sam Raimi’s The Gift (2000)."
Tennessee hosted Peter Chelsom’s Hannah Montana: The
Movie back in 2008. Mark Ragland, who worked as location
manager, scouted several Tennessee towns before settling on
Columbia. “The courthouse, which is still in use, required a
temporary revolving door that was needed for the action in one
scene. This meant bypassing the alarm system normally used
with a guard employed 24/7 until the set was removed and the
alarm reconnected — just another expense,” he says. “Shooting on South Main St. meant paying off businesses that rely
heavily on walk-in traffic, and other offices for the inconvenience of not having clients able to park on the street. In one
case, a hardware/sporting goods store probably benefited from
having our film crew in the area, as most crew members ended
up making purchases there.”
The Hannah Montana film wanted the familiar look of a home
town, which is exactly what Kim Farin from Boulder Convention And Visitors Bureau says that companies ask for in her area
of Colorado. But they also want interesting and aesthetically appealing, which worked for a recent commercial shoot. Jeff Petersen was location scout and location manager on a commer-
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cial for the US Army One Source, a service to off-post
families. “The production company White Label contacted me
and Boulder’s 16th Street immediately came to mind for the
final shot of the spot. They also showed various locations I knew
would be found in Boulder, such as the school and coffee shop.”
Coffee shops, clapboard houses, and small shop- and treelined streets make up only one version of America’s main street.
If you travel south west the look is very different. Don Gray,
locations co-ordinator at the New Mexico Film Office says that
film and commercial companies looking for Main Streets easily falls in the top 10 location requests they receive. “Not only
are they looking for the classic Main Street setting, but most
of the time they are trying to find locations that appear to be set
somewhere other than where they are located. Most films made
in New Mexico aren’t actually set there so the ability to deliver
locations that could play for other places in the country is an
essential part of the process. Modern American cinema (and
even foreign cinema trying to tell American stories) still has a
love affair with the ethos of small town America. Of course much
of that ethos is being wiped away — buried under the ‘mallification’ of our hometowns. Finding a shot of Main Street without a Starbucks or a Walgreens is becoming increasingly difficult,” he says, adding: “New Mexico seems to have escaped the
on-coming steamroller of modern urban blight that has plagued
much of the rest of the country.”
The Warner Bros. film The Book Of Eli (2010), directed by
Albert and Allen Hughes and starring Denzel Washington, not
only required the classic Main Street, but also needed to dress
it in a post-apocalyptic style. Carrizozo, New Mexico was chosen — both for its Main Street, as well as for the willingness of
the locals to allow the crew to be there for a long period of time.

The 2007 Academy Award-winner, Joel and Ethan Coen’s No
Country For Old Men, needed a small Texas border town, complete with border crossing. The production settled on Las Vegas, New Mexico. “There was the minor detail that the nearest border crossing was 380 miles south at the actual Mexican
border. So the production company built a fake border crossing, the effect was completely believable — although locals had
to do a lot of explaining to folks traveling through on the interstate that they hadn’t somehow miscalculated!” says Gray.
One of the best-preserved stretches of Route 66 can be found
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. “The neon lights of Route 66 help
reflect an iconic image of America. Downtown Albuquerque
also has Gold Avenue that has been used fairly often for a Main
Street look, too,” Jesse Herron, at the Albuquerque Film Office,
says. “My One & Only, filmed on Central Avenue at Milton's
Diner, a period piece that required 1950s cars, and No Country For Old Men, also filmed some driving shots on Central Avenue when they were faking Albuquerque as El Paso. However,
in the film you can clearly see a Route 66 sign that spoils the illusion.”
Debra De Graw, film liaison official, Mendocino County,
works in an area that offers small towns by the ocean or near
to forested areas, “and they love the Victorian architecture of
the town of Mendocino. It has a New England feel,” she says.
Famously the village of Mendocino was used in Elia Kazan’s
1955 film East Of Eden. “When you see James Dean sitting in
front of a building on Main Street, that building is the Jarvis
Nichols Building, and houses the town's bookstore on the corner of Main and Kasten. It hasn't changed that much from
when James Dean sat in front of it in 1954.”
Monterey County Film Commission also has jurisdiction over

WHILE MAKING IT IN NY...
TAKE YOUR BEST SHOT IN
SUFFOLK COUNTY.
The Suffolk County Film Commission
is the official government liaison to the
visual media industry, providing an array
of free services to help make your project
a success – within your schedule and
budget constraints.
We’re more than the Hamptons – 190
miles of coastline, 42,000 acres of parks,
33 vineyards and countless farms, an
array of authentic villages with architecture
spanning centuries, and modern industrial
buildings. Chances are Suffolk County
can deliver the location you need within
close proximity to New York City.
For more information call Michelle
Isabelle-Stark, Director, Suffolk County
Film and Cultural Affairs, Suffolk County
Department of Economic Development
and Workforce Housing: (631)853-4800,
michelle.stark@suffolkcountyny.gov
Steve Levy, County Executive
Yves R. Michel, Commissioner

www.suffolkcountyfilmcommission.com
Film friendly Long Island
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Jeremy Hariton, RoadTown Enterprises, Canton,
Mississippi: “Productions approach us
consistently to use our downtown courthouse
square area. We have seen everything from a
clan march, buses, military and police vehicles
to sequences with crowds waiting at the
courthouse steps”

many sea-facing towns. “I am often asked for small-town looks,
not all updated but instead charming and architecturally intriguing,” director of marketing and film production, Karen
Nordstrand says. “In Salinas, the movie Bandits [starring Bruce
Willis, Billy Bob Thornton and Cate Blanchett] found the right
look for a small town with a classic, 20s-era bank.” She adds:
“Pacific Grove is another popular Main Street town, and the
town’s own motto is The Last Home Town in America. Victorian-style houses, walkways overlooking the ocean, and a central downtown within just a half-dozen blocks has great appeal
to commercials (AT&T mobile used the area for European
looks), and Tom Hanks appeared on the town’s streets with a
slobbery dog in Turner & Hooch. The film’s executive producer
Daniel Petri, Jr. (who also co-wrote the screenplay), remembers the shoot going smoothly with just the right looks to convey small-town.”
Lawrence Roeck’s Carmel-By-The-Sea was recently filmed
around Carmel, the California village that once had Clint Eastwood as mayor. It stars Lauren Bacall, Hayden Panettiere, Josh
Hutcherson, Alfred Molina and Clint’s wife Dina Eastwood,
plus his son Scott Eastwood. “This film also captures the charm
of the town’s setting and wooded streets via low-flies over the

coastline and town,” Nordstrand says.
Also in California, Orange County is picked as a location because it can "play as anytown USA", according to the film commission’s Janice Arrington. “The main plaza, called Old Town
Orange, has a traffic circle with grass and a fountain in the center. The Coen brothers had facades painted, trees planted,
and period signs installed for The Man Who Wasn't There,
which was set in the early 1900s.” Television series including
The West Wing and Ghost Whisperer have also used the plaza.
Paul Sitkoff, business and public affairs manager from the
City of Orange adds: “Tom Hanks used our century old sodafountain, Watson’s, in That Thing You Do, and when Martin
Lawrence goes home in Big Momma’s House, their house is
in Orange. Orange has been hometown America for Hollywood
since Otto Preminger shot here for Fallen Angel in 1945.”
So, plenty of choice for Anytown USA — but what about Anytime USA? Street dressing can be a time-consuming and costly
business; a location that makes that an easy job can be top priority for some productions. Lee Thomas, director of the Georgia Department Of Economic Development has experience of
this. “Sometimes scouts are looking for a street in Georgia that
could double for historic Atlanta or some other large city. Or
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Wyoming has some of the most stunning scenery in the world. And with the only Four Seasons and
Aman Resort in the Rocky Mountain region, taking it all in doesn’t have to mean roughing it.
Find out more at www.filmwyoming.com.

NOW IN
THE STUDIO

ZONE

For more information, visit Fairplex.com/filming
or contact Melissa DeMonaco-Tapia
at 909-226-8813 or demonaco@fairplex.com.

FAIRPLEX : Anything Can Happen Here
Located in Los Angeles County, Fairplex is virtually a city within a city with its 543 acres providing film crews with a private,
backlot atmosphere. And, now, Fairplex is a part of the Studio Zone!
WE’RE ONE-OF-A-KIND:
~ Fairplex is home to NHRA’s Auto Club Raceway complete with seating for 30,000, as well as
a 5/8-mile horse race track and grass infield
~ There is 250,000 square feet of “sound stages” with ceilings as high as 50 feet
~ Fairplex offers tree-lined streets, park-like settings, stables, horse arenas and a working farm
~ We have an art gallery, the Wally Parks NHRA Automotive Museum and a wine cellar
~ On-site sports bar and private restaurant available for filming
~ Sheraton Fairplex Hotel with special film rates offered
WE’RE FLEXIBLE: Encompassing five million square feet, Fairplex’s unobstructed parking lots are perfect for high-speed pursuits,
stunts, set construction and long-term filming.
WE’RE SUPPORTIVE: Fairplex is proud to be a business member of the LMGA. We have sponsored the annual COLAs since
2004 and exhibit in the AFCI Locations Trade Show annually. Fairplex provides hospitality for film industry professionals including
invitations to the L.A. County Fair. Tours to fit the location manager’s schedule are welcomed.
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IT’S NOT ALL ROCKWELL…
tHere are main streets in america tHat Don’t quite Fit tHe BeDForD FaLLs moLD …

■ CALEXICO, CALIFORNIA
Charla Teeters, imperial county Film
commission:
“I do get requests for my Main Streets on a fairly
frequent basis. The Main Streets in the cities of
my county are older looking, Mexican border
community, small town type streets”

■ SUPERIOR,
WYOMING
Colin Stricklin,
Wyoming Film
office:
“Wyoming small towns
aren’t so neat and tidy as
their New England
counterparts. They’re a
little off the beaten path
and more than a little
rough, but they’ve got a
whole lot of character”

they are doubling quaint towns in New England,” he says. In
2005, director Aaron Schneider scouted Georgia for the feature
Get Low. They needed a1930s main street town that would play
for period Tennessee. “They thought the small town of Crawfordville was perfect. The movie was a true labor of love for producer Dean Zanuck. We kept in touch for several years while
the project was in development. Finally in 2009, the film was
made in Crawfordville, and turned out beautifully,” Thomas
says. “We needed a street that hadn't been touched by time and
modernity. After scouting the entire southeast, Crawfordville,
Georgia really stood out. The town had not changed much over
the past 70-80 years and it had a run-down Depression-era
quality about it that really fit our story,” producer Dean Zanuck
says. “We had a very limited budget so every penny we could
afford went to erasing any modern trapping (light fixtures, street
paint, non-period facades) that existed. We removed a number of signs, poles, awnings etc., and used dirt to cover the
paved road. The Georgia Film Commission was very helpful.
Every location was well prepped and they made sure all the local officials, vendors and private establishments were made
aware of our plans so the production could run smoothly, which
it did.” Dean Zanuck’s father Richard Zanuck, also a filmmaker,
made another great period film in Georgia, 1989’s Driving Miss
Daisy.
“Many Oklahoma Main Streets are relatively untouched by
time and may easily be dressed for a variety of periods,” Chris
Kucharski, locations co-ordinator at the Oklahoma Film And

Music Office, says. “This one-of-a-kind look can be seen in
Guthrie’s Victorian storefronts, Tulsa’s Art Deco high rises,
Cordell’s Romanesque Revival town square, and Bartlesville’s
Mid-Century treasures.”
1940s Harlem was the request for 2000’s Men Of Honor, directed by George Tillman Jr and starring Robert De Niro and
Cuba Gooding Jr — and the producers chose Oregon. “We
found a street in Old Town Portland at 3rd and Davis that had
a building with the right look. This was not a trendy area in Portland, so the local businesses appreciated the clean up. We
painted exteriors, hung signage and built what looked like a
staircase going to a subway stop. It was great fun watching people walk up to the stair rail and look around and scratch their
heads looking for the subway,” says local locations scout Doug
Hobart.
Jack Gerbes, director of the Maryland Film Office is also asked
for streets with the “stuck in time” feel. Berlin is on Maryland’s
eastern shore and buildings on the main street are red brick
and date back to the early 1900s. “What is great about this Main
Street is the fact that all the utility lines were either buried or
moved to behind the buildings, giving directors 360 degrees
with no modern intrusions,” says Gerbes. “The street was used
in Runaway Bride, Tuck Everlasting, and [new shoot] Brooklyn
Brothers Beat The Best, where hundreds of tons of dirt were
trucked in to cover the street.”
The American Main Street most familiar to many around the
world falls into the category of Western. Marianne Virgili, pres-
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ident and CEO of Glenwood Springs Chamber Resort Association & Film Commission, Colorado, says that in her area “location scouts typically are looking for a small Western town,
with an old-fashioned Main Street. We do have historic buildings, several on the National Register, an historic train station and two historic hotels, one of which is over 200 years
old. Flashback [1990], starring Kiefer Sutherland and Dennis
Hopper filmed here. The inside of Doc Holliday’s saloon and
our train station are probably the easiest locations to pick out.”
In Upstate Colorado stands the City of Cripple Creek, an historic gaming town, complete with resident donkey herd — several of which are believed to be descendants of those used and
released by miners during the Gold Rush. “Old Homestead
House (an old time brothel) is located on a side street off Bennett Avenue, the Main Street; and the Cripple Creek & Victor

“We had richard gere on set, and
we ended up shooting a scene at
the busiest intersection in the entire city”
Narrow Gauge Railroad small train can take you on a ride
through some of the mining structures,” says the City’s Maria
Cunningham. In Michigan it’s possible to go even further back
in time, at Fort Michilimackinac, an authentic 18th century fort
and trading post on the shores of Lake Michigan and Fayette
State Park. Michigan Film Office’s Michelle Begnoche says that
the settlement was also “a crucial community in iron ore mining. This now deserted village includes an opera house, resi-

dences, a hotel and the company store.”
Of course, a lot of the time what producers want is something
that can only be described as everyday, or ordinary. In other
words, a location that is the backdrop to the plot, not a character in it. David Artushin was assistant location manager and
location scout for this year’s release The Double, directed by
Michael Brandt, and starring Topher Grace, Odette Yustman,
Richard Gere and Martin Sheen. “We ended up shooting all
over the city of Detroit and outlying areas, including Ann Arbor and the University of Michigan. Filming our several downtown locations across Detroit and Ann Arbor turned out to
be a huge success,” says Artushin. He adds: “For one of
our shoot days, we had Richard Gere on set, and we ended
up shooting a scene at the busiest intersection in the entire city
of Ann Arbor, during morning rush hour to lunch, and on a
weekday. To any production considering bringing their film to
Michigan, I highly recommend getting in contact with the city
of Ann Arbor's film commission as well as the University of
Michigan's film commission. Both were a huge help with all
our requests.”
Whether filming takes place on a busy intersection or takes
up the sidewalks of a quiet town, the set takes some organization if the local tranquility, to say nothing of the economy, is not
to be disturbed. California-based location manager Gregory
Alpert, knows just how to disturb a main street. “Several years
ago, a local production company was producing a commercial
for a German TV station. They wanted a beautiful Main Street
USA look. They loved Colorado Boulevard in Pasadena. During
the tech scout the day before we shot, the director was talking
about how the horse would run down the middle of the street,
onto the sidewalk and in front of a store. Thinking this was an
inside joke, I chimed in with ‘Why not gallop down the sidewalk
instead?’ Then I realized they were not kidding at all, that they

Kay Seaser, Ann Arbor Area Film Office:
“ We really do have a Main Street called
Main Street.” Here Richard Gere in Main
Street, Ann Arbor, on set during the
shooting of The Double, directed by
Michael Brandt
©Kay seaser, ann arbor area Film office
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indeed wanted to do just what they said... run a horse down the
middle of Colorado Blvd… I was stunned! ”
The client and producers had not realized that Alpert would have
to get permission from the City, a permit for the horse, traffic control, and need to notify all the merchants, not to mention the public safety concerns. He adds: “They said, ‘OK, could you please take
care of that for us?’.”
Eugene Mazzola, a Washington-based AD, line producer and executive producer, recognizes that co-operation from local people
is always the challenge. “Movies or commercials come barreling
into town for a day, a week or even a month, and immediately disrupt the routine of the businesses and the daily lives of the locals.
I have found that with the help of local government, co-ordinating shutting down a main street and often side streets is more about
communication than money or disruption. Always, the police are
required to lend assistance, and city engineering is your best friend
in coming up with a reasonable plan. If businesses and citizens have
an opportunity to be a part of the process and are given enough notice the problem becomes less about complaints and more about
managing folks who want to watch.”
Parking can be a big issue too, according to Oregon-based scout
Doug Hobart: “When you clear the parking for a block or two around
the actual shoot location, you still need space for the equipment
trucks and crew cars. So you tend to eat up a lot of space.” Michigan scout David Rumble agrees: “Businesses are always concerned
about loss of business and lack of parking for their business.”
Crews need the least amount of distractions possible to get their
work done, according to North Carolina Film Office’s Aaron Syrett,
however “they know they are in a jurisdiction where locals are very
interested in the process, and filmmakers try to accommodate a
balance of both when possible”.
Mark Ragland experienced considerable public interest while

“movies or commercials come barreling
into town for a day and immediately
disrupt the daily lives of the locals”
working on the Hannah Montana movie in Tenessee. “The usual
off-duty officers were hired for traffic control and barricades
brought in to control the large crowd of tweenies and their mothers that would show up after school, in the hope of getting an autograph from Miley [Miley Cyrus, aka Hannah Montana]. A balloon store on the square even put out a sidewalk display of
Hannah Montana balloons.” He adds: “Communication was essential to making this work as smoothly as it did. Early meetings with the mayor, city manager, and the convention and visitors bureau were followed by meetings with the Main Street
merchant association. This allowed them to express their concerns — a previous film did not do a good job of communicating,
and many merchants felt taken advantage of.”
Of course in situations like this, step forward the film commissions who can bring film productions and communities together.
Michigan scout Thomas Jacob can vouch for that: “The film commission has been involved in most of the shoots I've been part
of; the Michigan Film Office has come to the aid of the film community on many an occasion.”
On No Strings Attached, filming in Pasadena, Gregory Alpert
had to shoot a scene in a high-end dress shop, while controlling traffic and crowds. “The Pasadena film office was involved.
I always do a walk-through with the local film office or commission before the shoot and/or put in the film permit app to insure that we are all on the same page. Film offices are good at letting me know if there are people or businesses that might need
some ‘special’ attention. I find that 90% of problems are avoided
if you simply inform people in the immediate vicinity ahead of
time.” Washington-based Eugene Mazzola concurs: “Whenever
there is a film office available, I take advantage of it. It is always
more productive in terms of time and effort. The film office has
all the contacts at hand.”I
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OLD AMERICA
some FiLmmaKers Want tHe oLD,
care-Worn america as
tHe BacKDroP to tHeir moVies …

■ GREAT BARRINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS
John Hutchinson, new york-based
international location scout:
“Great Barrington was a location in Pretty Poison, starring
Anthony Perkins, and Alice's Restaurant, starring Arlo
Guthrie. An upscale town in the Berkshire Mountains, when
the railroad was built, it brought wealthy vacationers from
Boston and New York — a perfect image of affluent
Americana, which makes this abandoned store all the more
interesting and unusual” © John Huchinson

■ PESCADERO, CALIFORNIA
Brena Bailey, film commissioner,
san mateo county Film commission:
“Scenery abounds in
this old Portuguese
fishing village and its
surrounding towns.
Pescadero is a quaint,
quiet, picturesque, film
friendly country town,
tucked into the rolling
hills just off the Pacific
Ocean and near giant
redwood forests”
© Brena Bailey

■ NASHVILLE, INDIANA
A village founded in 1851, nestled in the hills of southern
Indiana, known for weather-beaten barns, clapboard
churches and covered bridges. The Story Inn, formerly a
turn-of-the-century general store, is full of history with a
gathering place in the cellar, the Story Still, named for the
area's prohibition-era bathtub gi. © story inn
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“elvis still lives in tupelo. you can
feel it in the air, you can taste it
at Johnnie’s Drive in ...”

TUPELO...

ALWAYS ON
MY MIND
What if your main street is famous for another
reason? Like it’s in the hometown of possibly
the biggest name in popular music history?
Would that be a plus or a minus to a visiting
production?

T

UPELO, Mississippi, is the birthplace
of Elvis Presley and is frequently visited by film crews. Tupelo film commissioner Pat Rasberry is well used
to showing productions around
the important Elvis-related locations. “The Tupelo Hardware
Store is still very authentic
and is where Elvis bought
his first guitar — it is like stepping back in time
— everything still looks like it did. Another request
is just the basic B-roll of downtown, capturing
this active little place,” she says.
When Michael Rose of LA-based Michael Rose
Productions was producing a documentary
about Elvis Presley’s early life, Pat Rasberry organized a lunch with local Elvis expert, Roy
Turner and his producing partner, Jim Palmer.
Rose says: “They put me in touch with everyone
I needed to make this happen. Amazing. It was like
becoming a member of the family. Pat and her team
made sure there were no obstacles in our way. With
their help and support I was able to focus on the story
— not the logistics. He adds: “The shoots in Tupelo were
great. The people were great and I formed friendships I’ll
cherish for the rest of my life. Since we were a small crew —
three people — with a short schedule, the biggest challenge
was just getting it all done.”
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Another documentary, Church Of Elvis, was a three-part series on the spiritual world of Elvis Presley, produced by Summerhill Television in Toronto, for Canada’s Vision TV. Producer
and director Scott Dobson says that people often forget that
locations are as important in documentaries as they are in
other films. “Locations set the tone and provide context that
can help viewers travel back in time or help put them in the
shoes of others to see world through another’s eyes. On a
purely historical level, remaining locations may be the only
visual link to the past. With the Church Of Elvis project my
two big questions were: ‘Did the town of Tupelo still have any
of the look from that time period?’, and ‘Could you still feel
Elvis in any way?’, Dobson says. “I was also concerned about
how the town had decided to honor it’s famous son. Had it
been turned into a tacky tourist trap? Thankfully these sites
have been respectfully restored and it comes through in my
film; you really can get a feel for the world of a young boy and
what influenced him spiritually and socially before he grew
up and changed the world of music.”
In a location like Tupelo the usual problems of local people
being disturbed, distracted or just over-interested in a film
crew, are significantly lessened by the fact that crews are a
regular feature of life. “The biggest challenge was shooting at
the number-one destination for tourists, Elvis’s birthplace.
As a crew you are there by the kindness of the administrator
and the town and part of that is respecting the privacy and
experience of others. Many have come a long way to visit a
place that is almost sacred. In my experience you learn to wait
and plan so when a doorway or a vista clears you can quickly
get three or four different shots before another group walks
by,” Dobson says, adding: “Shooting in Tupelo was one of the
best experiences I have had. Elvis still lives in Tupelo, you can
feel it in the air, you can taste it at Johnnie’s Drive In, you can
stand on it in the hardware store in front of the guitar display
and you hear it in songs of worship in the local churches. It is
impossible to not feel something and for that ‘something’
to show up in your film,”

The Tupelo Film Commission and Pat Rasberry were heavily involved in the production, advising and suggesting locations as well as making important introductions. “She connected us with Tupelo historian Roy Turner who was so
knowledgeable we put him in the film, and she and Roy chaperoned us around town. Once you have cleared things with
Pat she can almost blanket-clear everything else in one swoop.
Even when we were back in Canada, Pat at the TFC followed
up to make sure that there was nothing that we missed, and
in fact there was. Pat arranged for a local shooter to grab a few
shots. It wasn’t a show breaker but having a few extra cutaways
made that part of the story come to life — extra help from TFC
that I was very thankful for,” Dobson says.
And there were other reasons to be impressed by Tupelo.
“On my first day of shooting I lost my money belt, filled with
petty cash and other valuable documents. Panic would be a
mild way of putting it as I raced from location to location. After no luck I went back to Elvis’s birthplace where my crew
was still shooting, and I saw the belt. It was sitting on the front
porch under the swing! Probably a hundred people had
walked right by and nobody had touched it. I said aloud in
my Canadian accent that I could not believe this, and a man
turned to face me and said ‘Welcome to the South’. I thought
to myself, I am going to like this town.” I

Being interviewed on
camera is Howard
Hite, cousin of George
Booth, thirdgeneration owner of
the George H. Booth
Hardware Store where
Elvis bought his first
guitar
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